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1 Introduction
This document gives the flow charts that my differential equation step-by-step solver im-
plements. Work in progress. Not complete.
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2 Main flow chart
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Figure 1: Main flow chart for solving an ode
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3 First order flow charts

3.1 Linear in y′ first order flow chart

First order ODE where y′ is linear f(x, y, y′) = 0

Solved by integration
y′ = f(x)

y =
∫

f dx+ c

linear. Solved by finding
integrating factor.

y′ + f(x)y = g(x)

separable. Solved by
separation and then
integration.

y′ = F (x, y)
= f(x)g(y)

Homogeneous type A.
y′ = f

(y
x

)
Solved using substitution
y = ux which converts to
separable ode.

Homogeneous type C.
ODE has the form

y′ = (a+ bx+ y)
1
n

y′ = (a+ bx+ y)n
Where n is integer not
one. Solve by substitution
z = (a+ bx+ y). See
example

This is called
homogeneous type Maple
C. This is different from
what is called just
homogeneous type C
above. ODE has the form

y′ = f(x, y)
g(x, y)

Solved using
transformation
x = X + x0, y = Y + y0 to
convert to homogeneous
type A. See this

Bernoulli y′ + Py = Qyn

where n 6= 1, n 6= 0.
Solved using substituion
v = y1−n which converts
the ode to linear one
v′ +(1−n)Pv = (1−n)Q.

Exact. ODE has the form
y′ = −M(x, y)

N(x, y)
Or as typically written
M(x, y)dx+N(x, y)dy = 0
Where ∂M

∂y = ∂N
∂x

Not Exact, but can find
integrating factor which
makes it exact. ODE has
the form

y′ = −M(x, y)
N(x, y)

Or as typically written
M(x, y)dx+N(x, y)dy = 0
Where ∂M

∂y 6= ∂N
∂x but can

find integrating factor µ
such that ∂(µM)

∂y = ∂(µN)
∂x

Riccati. ODE has any of
these forms
y′ = f0(x) + f1(x)y + f2(x)y2

y′ = f0(x) + f2(x)y2
Where f0 6= 0. An
example if y′ = x2 − y2.
Solved by using
transformation y = u′

f2u
which generates second
order ode in u to solve.

Isobaric. Generalization of
homogeneous where the
substitution y = vxm

makes the ODE separable.
The weight m here need
not be 1 as the case with
homogeneous. An
example is
2x3y′ = 1 +

√
1 + 4x2y

where weight m = −2
here and y = vx( − 2)
makes the ode separable.

Special form called
SpecialFormIDOne for
ode of form
y′ = g(x)ea(x)+by + f(x)
Solved by substitution
u = e−by which converts
the ode to linear. b must
not depend on x.

First order differential
type. These are special
ode’s which can written
as complete differential
d(f(x, y)) = d(g(x, y))
which is then solved by
just integrating. For an
example y′ = x−y

x+y can be
written
y dy = d

( 1
2x

2 − xy
)
which

is now solved by
integrating both sides.
See this

Polynomial ode. ODE of
the form

y′ = a1x+ b1y + c1
a2x+ b2y + c2

Where the two lines can
be either parallel or not.

First order
q(x)y′ + r(x)y = f(x)
solved using series
method. Submethods
supported are

1. Irregular singular
point

2. Ordinary point
3. Ordinary point

Regular singular
point

Expansion around point
other than zero is also
supported, including
initial conditions.

Abel first kind. ODE of
the form
y′ = f0(x) + f1(x)y

+ fx(x)y2 + f3(x)y3
Currently the solver
detect this ODE and
evaluates the Abel
invariant only.

First order ode
q(x)y′ + r(x)y = f(x)
solved using Laplace
method.

Figure 2: Main flow chart for solving first order linear ode

http:12000.org/my_notes/first_order_nonlinear_ode/index.htm
https://12000.org/my_notes/solving_isobaric_ode/index.htm
https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/4501368/what-is-wrong-with-solving-this-ode-using-this-method
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3.2 Not linear in y′ first order flow chart

Not linear in y′. dy
dx

is replaced by p. The ode now has the form F (x, y, p) = 0. An example is
(y′)2 + (x+ y)y′ + xy = 0 and 2y′x− y + ln y′ = 0

is f(x, y, p) = 0 an ode of n
degree where n is integer? i.e.
an algebraic in p? For example
p2x+ yp+ y = 0

yes

If are able to solve for p
from f(x, y, p) = 0 then
solve each generated
equation as an ode of
degree one. Let roots be
pi, then solve each ode
y′ = pi = fi(x, y) where
i = 1, 2, . . . , n. This can
be done easily now as
degree is one.

no

If are able to solve for y from
f(x, y, p) = 0 then let

y = ϕ(x, p) (1)

Differentiating (1) w.r.t. x gives

p =
∂ϕ

∂x
+

∂ϕ

∂p

dp

dx
(2)

∂ϕ
∂x = p

ODE (2) becomes

p = p+
∂ϕ

∂p

dp

dx

0 =
∂ϕ

∂p

dp

dx

Clairaut ODE

General solution Singular solution

dp

dx
= 0

p = c

Substituting this in
(1) gives the general
solution

y = ϕ(x, c)

∂ϕ

∂p
= 0

Solving for p from the
above equation
(algebraic) and
substituting the result
in (1) gives the singular
solution. Let the
solution be pi, therefore
the singular solution is

y = ϕ(x, pi)

∂ϕ
∂x ̸= p

Expanding ODE (2) results in an ode
in p of the form

Q(p) = G(x, p)
dp

dx

d’Alembert ODE

General solution Singular solution

General solution
found by solving for
p from

Q(p) = G(x, p)
dp

dx

This can be done by
solving for p directly
from the above first
order ode for p if the
above ode turns out
simple one (linear,
separable), if not
then invert the
above to become

dp

dx
=

Q(p)

G(x, p)

dx

dp
=

G(x, p

Q(p)

And solve for x(p) to
obtain solution

x(p) = R(p) + c (3)

Now eliminate p
from (1) and (3) to
obtain the general
solution for y

Let dp
dx

= 0 then the
singular solution is found by
solving for p from Q(p) = 0.
Let the solution be pi.
Hence singular solution is
given by substituting this in
in (1) which gives

y = ϕ(x, pi)

This is similar to flow chart on the left. But
instead of solving for y, try to solve for x. If
able to solve for x from f(x, y, p) = 0 then let

x = ϕ(y, p) (1)

Differentiating (1) w.r.t. y gives

dx

dy
=

∂ϕ

∂y
+

∂ϕ

∂p

dp

dy

1

p
=

∂ϕ

∂y
+

∂ϕ

∂p

dp

dy
(2)

Solving (2) for p and substituting the result
in (1) gives the solution for y

Nasser M. Abbasi, Nov 26, 2022. 2.ipe

Figure 3: Main flow chart for solving first order linear ode
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4 Second order flow charts

5 Higher order ode flow chart
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